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Introduction
Examining identity in the field of language learning helps in accounting for the inter-
play between individual learners and society. This paper examines research on identity 
in formal English education settings through a categorical approach to the different 
positions teachers and students can take. Zimmerman's （1998） three categories of iden-
tity—discourse, situated, and transportable—together with Richards' （2006） concept of 
a 'default' identity, help in exploring how interactions between teachers and learners 
affect the conditions under which language learning takes place. While it is possible to 
treat as given the situated identities of teacher and student, with their attendant dis-
course positions, expanding the terms of analysis beyond a simple duality offers insight 
into how teachers provide learning opportunities and how learners access them. This 
paper contrasts classroom interactions where the default identities of teacher and stu-
dent seem firmly in place with cases where other identities are in play. It will suggest 
how shifts away from the default classroom mode can carry both benefits and risks.
Zimmerman （1998, p. 90-91） proposed three categories of identity for interaction 
analysis: （1） discourse identity, （2） situated identity, and （3） transportable identity. 
Discourse identity refers to the roles interlocutors take in the moment-to-moment de-
velopment of talk, such as initiator, questioner, listener, etc. Situated identity refers to 
interlocutors “engaging in activities and respecting agendas that display an orientation 
to, and an alignment of, particular identity sets” in particular contexts （p. 90）. Teacher 
and student are situated identities in a classroom. Transportable identity refers to “iden-
tities that are usually visible, that is, assignable or claimable on the basis of physical or 
culturally based insignia which furnish the intersubjective basis for categorization” （p. 
91）. Discussing one's son's achievements invokes being a parent, while talking about a 
new business venture leads others to recognize someone as an entrepreneur.
Richards （2006, p. 60） suggested that a default identity be added to Zimmerman's 
model that “derives entirely from the context in which the talk is produced and applies 
where there is a generally recognized set of interactional expectations associated with 
that context, to the extent that there are recognized identities to which participants in 
talk would be expected to orient, other things being equal.” Default identities establish 
a baseline for interactional expectations in particular contexts. The default identities of 
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teacher and student organize the way a class operates in terms of who gets to speak 
and when. Default identities determine discourse roles, such as initiator and responder, 
questioner and answerer, etc.
The circumstances at the different educational sites to be examined vary greatly. 
The common theme in all the extracts of classroom talk is that learners are interacting 
with a teacher in a formal English class. Interactions at the first two sites exemplify the 
standard default roles of teacher and student.
Two High Schools in Tokyo
The first two extracts of classroom interaction I look at are taken from Meacham's 
（2004） study of ideology in the educational practices of two Tokyo high schools. In both 
exchanges, the default identities of teacher and student are immediately apparent. At a 
technical school, the teacher, Akari sensei, elicited responses to a listening activity. The 
students have just watched a video in which a North American high school student 
talks about wanting to be a reporter in the future. The students watching the video are 
asked to list the topics the student in the video needs to study in order to become a re-
porter.
Extract 1
Kushima:   I have to, learn a lot.
Akira:   I have to learn a lot. Sou ne  [right] a lot more about all these things 
tte itteta [she was saying] de sono all these things tte iunoni ata-
runowa  politics, politics tte nani ?[right and the referent of all these 
things is politics, politics is what?]
  （Meacham, 2004, pp. 100-101, format adapted with Japanese in italics 
and translation in brackets）
After the student Kushima responded in English, Akira sensei elaborated on the re-
sponse and requested student translations. English words were filtered through transla-
tion, loan words, and Japanese pronunciation. The Initiation-Response-Follow-up （IRF） 
pattern prevalent here is typical of a teacher-controlled approach. The pattern casts 
students into the corresponding discourse identities of responder, answerer, and, in the 
case of self-correction, repairer.
The teacher in the exchange at the more academically-oriented high school, Hata 
sensei, also made use of the IRF pattern but to different ends. The student Miyazaki 
begins by reading from a handout.
Extract 2
Miyazaki:   They show how good these things taste,
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Hata:   and they show how good these things taste hitobito wa sorera o kai-
taku naru you ni [so that people will want to buy them]
Miyazaki:   so that
Hata:   that
Miyazaki:   people
Hata:   people
Miyazaki:   want to
Hata:   Before want, you need something, so that people, so people
Miyazaki:   people
Hata:   Not now but in the future
Miyazaki:   w-
Hata:   Uh huh
Miyazaki:   w-
Hata:   people will want
Miyazaki:   to,
Hata:   to,
Miyazaki:   buy,
Hata:   buy,
Miyazaki:   it
Hata:   ahh, want to buy notto itto batto [more than one]
Miyazaki:   them
Hata:   hai [yes]
  （Meacham, 2004, pp. 104-105, format adapted with Japanese in italics 
and translation in brackets）
The student slowly performed a translation as the teacher gave hints aimed at 
achieving a high degree of precision. Meacham （2004, p. 105） pointed out that the mi-
cro-level scaffolding involved in the interaction helped students avoid mistakes, which 
were to be avoided at all costs as the students trained to take standardized tests. The 
choreographic nature of the exchange is indicative of how teacher-student identities 
sync when discourse expectations are clear. The cues that Hata sensei provides are 
quickly taken up by Miyazaki.
While both class excerpts evince clearly recognizable teacher and student identities, 
the degree of interaction with and in English was clearly different. Through her analy-
sis of the general qualities of each institution, Meacham （2004, p. 97） pointed to the role 
of Japanese identity as an important factor in the degree of engagement with English. 
At the technical school, maintenance of the students' national identity led, in part, to a 
cautious approach to English （p. 100）. The need to represent Japan on the world stage 
as well as take rigorous entrance exams were seen as a factors leading to the need for 
precise translations at the academic school （p. 103）.
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The highly teacher-controlled interactions at both schools could be regarded as fur-
thering the larger institutional needs of the school. With this possibility in mind, it is in-
teresting to consider whether nationality functioned as a transportable identity at either 
school. In the follow-up to the student's response, Akira sensei talked about how the 
“power of imagination” was needed to make connections between one's “mother tongue” 
and English （Meacham, 2004, p. 103）. She used the pronoun wareware  [we] as a way 
of marking strong group identity. In these two Japanese schools, rather than function-
ing as a transportable identity, national identity fused with the default way of being a 
teacher and student. Meacham （2004, p. 105） wrote that the students at the academic 
school were “positioned as objectively viewing both English and Japanese . . . almost as 
anthropologists . . . who can translate between cultures.” They were being trained to be 
representatives of Japan to the world.
The distinctions between student and teacher identities at both high schools in To-
kyo were clearcut. In the default mode, Richards （2006, p. 61） wrote, “it is the teacher 
who, as teacher, controls the floor, asks questions and issues instructions, prompts and 
evaluates, while the students, addressing their responses to the teacher, respond direct-
ly to these turns.” In the next classroom context, the control exerted by the teacher is 
contested.
Tradewinds High School in Hawaii
Talmy's （2008） research at a multilingual public high school in Hawaii, Tradewings, 
presented class interactions where breakdowns occurred in teacher-student turn taking. 
The following interaction took place in an ESL class where students were tasked with 
finishing assignments that were already overdue.
Extract 3
Mr. Day:   Laidplayer, you finish your summary?
IwannaFAL:   No.
Mr. Day:  Finish your summary. It's due today! Do you need help? I know you 
want me to sit down and read the book with you alright. What's 
wrong?
Laidplayer:  I was fixing my watch.
Mr. Day:  What's wrong with your watch?
Laidplayer:  It's too big.
IwannaFal:  Oh man, the bell's gonna ring!
Mr. Day:  Uh no you got about ten minutes before we're outta here. Why 
don't you try get it done that way you won't have to do it at home.
Laidplayer:  It's so easy I just-
Mr. Day:  So do it now!
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Laidplayer:  But I didn't read the assignment.
Mr. Day:  You gotta read this the chapter.
Laidplayer:  Well I don't read this book when I get home, I don't know why.
Mr. Day:  Well why don't you do it in class while I'm here making you, that 
way you can get it done.
Laidplayer:   Page 66 to 88. Well, I read some.
Mr. Day:  Okay.
Laidplayer:  When I go to the bathroom.
Mr. Day:  Huh? Hey, I like to do that too. That's the best time. Just don't get 
it dirty. （Mr. Day gets up and leaves）
Laidplayer:  Wipe my ass with the book.
IwannaFAL:  Oh yeah, oh yeah.
  （Talmy, 2008, pp. 627-628, format adapted）
Mr. Day's attempts to invoke teacher-student identities, with their concomitant 
agendas and expectations, were not oriented to by Laidplayer and his classmates. The 
official business of the class, the book summary, did not command the attention of the 
students. Mr. Day used various approaches at persuasion: authoritarian, sarcastic, and 
reasoned pleading. Talmy （2008, p. 630） identified two competing conceptions of ESL 
student identity at the school. On the one hand, there was the institutionally-sanctioned 
ESL student, who did assignments on time, attended to the official business of class, and 
avoided proscribed activities. This identity “connoted a monolithic out-group of recent-
ly-arrived cultural and linguistic 'Others,' that is, an iconic stereotypical 'ESL Student' 
（p. 626）. On the other hand, there was the 'Local ESL' student, who did not complete 
assignments, resisted the school-sanctioned way of being a student, and engaged in pro-
scribed activities. This identity displayed “cultural knowledge of and affiliation with Lo-
cal culture, cultural forms, and social practices; experience with US and Hawai'i school 
expectations and practices” （p. 625）. With 'Local ESL,' Talmy （2008, p. 625） referenced 
Zimmerman's use of situated identity as an analyst's category. I would also consider it 
as a possible candidate for default identity.
A default identity is that “which participants in talk would be expected to orient, 
other things being equal” （Richards, 2006, p. 60）. Meacham （2004, p. 98） described two 
frameworks—one empathetic, the other analytical—that operated on the institutional 
and classroom level in the Tokyo high schools. In both cases, these frameworks shaped 
the turn-by-turn progression of the lesson. They led to particular ways of operating in 
the discourse. In the Hawaiian high school, Talmy （2008, p. 626） found “competing pro-
ductions of the ESL student.” As the school year progressed, the teachers started show-
ing signs of orienting to the unsanctioned ways of being a student. Talmy （2008, p. 635） 
defined this emerging teacher identity as one who accommodates for characteristics of 
Local ESL. Teachers created 'study hall' sessions as a way of coping with students not 
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turning in their assignments. At the beginning of one of these sessions, Mr. Day asked 
if any of the students had completed the assignment. When many students stated that 
they had not, he responded, “okay that's good, that's good” （p. 636）. His expectations 
shifted over the course of the year. One senses a foreshadowing of this shift when Mr. 
Day finds common ground with Laidplayer regarding the best places to read around 
the house. Talmy （2008, p. 637） wrote that these accommodations were arguably at-
tempts to improve academic performance, even as grades continued to decline.
A default identity suggests a level of stability and recognition of roles and expecta-
tions by participants. The emergence of a contingent, negotiated, and contested teach-
er-student identity at the high school in Hawaii, does not, then, seem to qualify. The fact 
that new and relatively inexperienced teachers continually came in to teach the ESL 
classes suggests that the problems associated with adjusting to identities played out 
anew each year. The official “preferred ways of being a student” in this context were 
undermined by classroom realities （Talmy, 2008, p. 625）.
The establishment of a working relationship between teacher and student can fail 
when either party does not play the part. Identities are interdependent. This can be 
seen clearly when the teachers in the Hawaiian school began to compensate for stu-
dents who did not complete assignments. In Excerpt Two, Hata sensei and Miyazaki 
worked in concert as Miyazaki completed a translation. It was understood that teachers 
are those who initiate and support learning. Students are those who refine their skills 
in response to the cues of the teacher. While the teachers at the school in Hawaii made 
efforts to establish such an understanding, it only works when the participants are will-
ing.
Accommodating for alternative ways of being a student led teachers to abandon ob-
jectives of the course at Tradewinds High School. Allowing students to take on identi-
ties outside of the default teacher-student orientation need not lead to problems in all 
instances. In the next English classroom, we see a case where the teacher could have 
empowered a student by recognizing the student's life outside the classroom.
An ESL Program in California
Menard-Warwick's （2007） research at an ESL program in California provided a case 
where the teacher's conception of student identity curtailed the introduction of alter-
natives to the default ESL identity. These alternate identities, rather than undermine 
teacher-student interactions, could potentially be empowering for the student. In the 
first excerpt, Kerrie （the teacher） asked students to tell her two skills they have.
Excerpt Four
Kerrie:  Fabiana, tell me two skills you have.
Fabiana:  Me?
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Kerrie:  Mmhmm
Fabiana:  Mmm. I can do cook.
Kerrie:  You can cook?
Fabiana:  I can do buy/sell chemical products.
Kerrie:  Buy and sell...
Fabiana:  Chemical products
Kerrie:  Chemical products! Wow! So you can buy and sell chemical prod-
ucts. What are chemical products?
Fabiana:  Uhhh Ace Acetaminophen.
Kerrie:  Asaphine?
Fabiana:  Acetaminophen?
Researcher:  Acetaminophen? Like tylenol?
Fabiana:  Tylenol.
Kerrie:  It's a medicine. Pharmaceutical. For health right?
Fabiana:  Yes.
Kerrie:  It's a medicine. Was that your experience?
Fabiana:  Yes.
  （Menard-Warwick, 2007, p. 275, format adapted）
The discussion around the remarkable skill of buying and selling chemical products 
focused on standard usage—inserting “do” after “can” —and vocabulary. Kerrie recom-
mended 'medicine' or 'pharmaceuticals' in place of 'products' （Menard-Warwick, 2007, p. 
277）. The researcher, who observed the lesson and spoke with Fabiana, could see that 
Fabiana was referring to chemical materials, thus 'products' would be an acceptable 
term. Menard-Warwick's （2007, p. 276） analysis pointed to numerous occasions in the 
interaction where Kerrie positioned herself as teacher through fill-in-the-blank intona-
tion and IRF patterns, “invoking their relationship as teacher and student." Fabiana's 
frequent use of a rising intonation contour, indexing her uncertainty, also had the effect 
of positioning herself as learner.
Through interviews with many of the participants, observation, occasional participa-
tion in the lesson, and analysis, Menard-Warwick （2007） argued that students such as 
Fabiana were attempting, with varying degrees of success, to introduce identities apart 
from the default student identity. In an interview two months later, Kerrie told the re-
searcher that “all （her students） would say, 'I can't do anything except clean my house 
and take care of kids and cook or sew'” （p. 278）. This, the researcher remarked, was a 
“missed opportunity for Kerrie to re-think her assumptions” （p. 278）.
I would like to consider how the introduction of transportable identities such as 'busi-
nesswoman' or knowledgeable person could have important interactional consequences. 
Kerrie's attempt to elicit more information was limited to yes-no questions: “Did you 
have training?” and “Did you go to school to learn about that?” （Menard-Warwick, 2007, 
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p. 277）. A more open-ended prompt—“please tell me about your experience buying 
and selling chemical products," for instance—might have provided the opportunity for 
Fabiana to tell her story and invoke her identity as a 'businesswoman.' If successfully 
invoked, the other participants in the class might have begun to orient to Fabiana as 
someone who has skilled knowledge in a field. Orienting to a person's preferred identity 
rather than to a generic 'learner' identity could be a way for students to become more 
invested in class.
While it is complicated to suggest that one form of interaction is authentic and anoth-
er inauthentic （Richards, 2006, p. 63）, it seems possible that the introduction of personal 
material could potentially enrich classroom exchanges. In the last classroom to be exam-
ined, we get an example of a different way that teacher-student interaction can play out 
to positive effect.
An Immersion Classroom in Hungary
In Duff's （1995） study of English-medium history classes in Hungary, the roles of 
teacher and student seem more fluid when conducting a class exercise called 'student 
lectures.' Students chose a topic, prepared over several days or weeks, and made a 
5-15 minute presentation to the class. During the lecture, the teacher sat near the back 
of the room among the students. Many features of the discourse evince default teach-
er-student identities: Kati （the teacher） “underscored key aspects of the student's ma-
terial” （p. 522）, stopped students when themes were unclear, and provided feedback. 
What stands out though, is that the students did the very same things.
Excerpt Five
Kati:  . . . Köprülü Mohamed （Turkish military leader）. So he very soon 
stabilized the political life of Turkey, and then he decided - to pun-
ish Rákóczi for his disobedience.
S:  Mert ? [Why?]
Kati:  Because he did not ask permission to go to Poland and when 
Köprülü Mohamed sent messa - messages to him asking to return 
he just he thought he was one of those Turkish leaders who are - 
who have no real power so he did not obey the orders . . . . He dev-
astated the capital of Transylvania, the - and the army which was 
uh on his way back to Transylvania was captured, by the Turks 
and was taken to the Crimean Island.
S:  How?
Y:  How?
Kati:  Only - only Rákóczi György the second could escape.
S:  But we . . . （a few turns later） How did they manage to do that 
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whole - the whole army? But how? But how?
Kati:  They were outnumbered probably . .  .
S:  By boat from Transylvania. Good.
Kati:  No they didn't need boots.
S:  Boats （laughs）
SSS:  （loud laughter, especially from boys）
Kati:  Boats （laughs）
S:  It's not an island.
K:  It's a peninsula rather. Sorry it's not.
S:  Hát akkor nem csoda . [Then it's not surprising.]
  （Duff, 1995, p. 526, format adapted with translation in italics and 
translation of Hungarian in brackets）
Duff （1995, p. 525） noted that, “classmates were providing feedback related to be-
haviors associated with good teaching.” In the fluid exchanges, the student giving the 
lecture responded to calls for clarification and adjusted the speed based on cues from 
both classmates and the teacher. Kati gave great leeway, but could step in to get things 
back on track if students veered off too much. Kati shares in the students' merriment 
over her mistaking "boats" for "boots." In the next excerpt it is evident that the flow of 
the talk it not overtly controlled by Kati.
Excerpt Six
Anikó:  And so the Hapsburgs, who were - ah - initially - ah - ah hogy van 
az, hogy kibérelve? [How do you say that, how is kiberelve?]
S:  Rent （SSS laugh）
Kati & SS:  Hire
Anikó:  Hired by the - ah
S:  But it's not hired.
Anikó:  Okay - so -
J:  Paid by.
Anikó:  Paid by the Habsburgs, so the Hajdus was - initially - who were 
initially - paid by the Habsburgs, ah - then supported - Bocskay, be-
cause of his promises . . .
  （Duff, 1995, p. 525, format adapted with Hungarian in italics and 
translation in brackets）
If one were to remove the participant names from Excerpts One through Four and 
focus only on what was said, it would not be difficult to identify between teacher and 
student. It proves much harder to do that in these excerpts. When a student asks for 
a translation of the Hungarian word kibérelve , one student suggested 'rent.' Students 
laughed at this. Kati and others recommend 'hire' and a student protested. Finally, 
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Student J offered 'paid by' which was picked up and used by the student lecturer, An-
ikó. This sort of highly interactive turn-sequencing, at times supportive and sparring, 
occurred when Kati gave lectures. In Excerpt Five, Kati's mispronunciation of 'boat' 
as 'boot' and misidentification of a battle site as an island instead of a peninsula led to 
mockery. It also evinced a sort of 'all together now' style of discourse. The quips moved 
the conversation forward productively.
As in the other case studies, particular aspects of the teaching context in the Hungar-
ian school impacted teacher-student identities. Teachers often had a background in one 
subject area, such as history or literature. They were expected to “demonstrate compe-
tence in EFL as well as content” in a particular subject but faced students who “often 
have—or believe they have—a superior grasp of language across a wider range of situ-
ations, registers, and subject areas” （Duff, 1995, p. 526）. While many teachers struggled, 
Kati was able to overcome initial difficulties and persevere. The students were “academ-
ically prescreened, university-bound . . . on the whole very bright and keen to learn and 
the content was intrinsically motivating for them” （p. 522）. The student lectures were 
a new activity taking place in a country dealing with political changes. Duff contrasted 
the new form with felelés , traditional teacher-centered recitations. In the felelés , teach-
er-students identities were clear-cut and non-negotiable.
Duff （1995, p. 521） pointed out that “the lecture seemed to serve as a locus for the 
apprenticeship of EFL history teachers as well as history scholars.” Put this way, stu-
dents taking on the discourse roles of the teacher can be seen as addressing important 
student needs in the language. The students receive beneficial practice in holding the 
floor and shaping their message to effectively reach a particular audience. In an appren-
ticeship model, the apprentice gradually takes on more responsibilities until he or she 
can function independently in the profession or field. By opening up the floor to the stu-
dents, Kati let them stretch the bounds of their student identity in the discourse. They 
were practicing the skills needed to be a teacher.
Conclusion
The vagaries of institutions and participants make it difficult to pronounce categor-
ically about the role of teacher-student identities in language classrooms. Yet, at the 
same time, the detailed work of these researchers can be treated as instructive case 
studies. In the study of two high schools in Tokyo, we see how default teacher-student 
identities can potentially serve an institutional framework. At Tradewinds High School, 
institutionally-sanctioned identities were seen to be problematic. Interactions recorded 
at the ESL program in California pointed to the value in reflecting on our assumptions 
about learner identities. In the study of a Hungarian EFL classroom, we see how more 
fluid modes of interaction can serve the needs of students. Works such as these help 
deepen our understanding about the importance of identity in language teaching.
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―Abstract―
Work on identity in language learning integrates the student and the wider social 
context. The present study examines the default identities of teacher and student in 
four formal English language learning classrooms. By placing different learning contexts 
side-by-side, interactions between teachers and students are compared in terms of how 
closely the participants stick to the standard way of conducting the class. Extracts from 
classroom talk are analyzed for evidence of how identity operates and what impact it 
has on the access students have to language learning opportunities. Movement away 
from the traditionally understood ways of being a teacher and a student is argued to 
carry potential benefits and risks.
